Singing Fun with UP, DOWN, INSIDE, and UNDER
Three Songs for Clean Up, Up, Up!
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Singing with little ones is a fun way to help them learn
about spatial words and concepts. Children are helped
to learn spatial relations as they move themselves
through space. You can sing these songs with children
when you do everyday activities together or during
pretend playtime. As you sing, act out the verses and
emphasize the spatial words. Encourage your little one
to do it, too! Have fun singing Up, Down, Inside, and
Under!
The songs are sung to the tune of “Here We Go ‘Round the
Mulberry Bush,” also known as “This Is the Way We . . . ” In
each song, substitute the time of day or the meal in the
first and last verse to go along with the activity you and
your child perform together.

Clean Up, Down, Inside, and Under!
In Clean Up, Up, Up!, Daddy says, “There! Everything is
put away up, down, inside, and under!” Now you can
put things away UP, DOWN, INSIDE, and UNDER, too!
As you clean with your child, sing this song, which
highlights the spatial movements you and your child
make. You can personalize the song with the names of
specific items you put away and the places they go.
This is the way we clean your room, clean your room,
clean your room. This is the way we clean your room early
in the morning. OR: before you go to sleep.
Put your books UP on the shelf, UP on the shelf, UP on the
shelf. Put your books UP on the shelf early in the morning.
OR: before you go to sleep.
Put your blocks DOWN on the floor, DOWN on the floor,
DOWN on the floor. Put your blocks DOWN on the floor
early in the morning. OR: before you go to sleep.
Put your clothes INSIDE the closet, INSIDE the closet,
INSIDE the closet. Put your clothes INSIDE the closet early
in the morning. OR: before you go to sleep.
Put your slippers UNDER the bed, UNDER the bed, UNDER
the bed. Put your slippers UNDER the bed early in the
morning. OR: before you go to sleep.

Read Next to Me

Eat Up! Meal Time Fun

Reading with your child gives you a special opportunity
to talk about spatial words! Before or after reading, sing
this song to introduce the motions involved in reading a
book, emphasizing DOWN, NEXT TO, INSIDE, and UP. You
can talk about the concepts of RIGHT SIDE UP and
UPSIDE DOWN and sing the additional Reading Upside
Down or Right Side Up verses.
This is the way we read a book, read a book, read a book. This
is the way we read a book before you go to sleep. OR: early in
the morning.
Take a book DOWN off the shelf, DOWN off the shelf, DOWN
off the shelf. Take a book DOWN off the shelf before you go
to sleep. OR: early in the morning.
Come and snuggle NEXT TO me, NEXT TO me, NEXT TO me.
Come and snuggle NEXT TO me before you go to sleep. OR:
early in the morning.
Open the book and look INSIDE, look INSIDE, look INSIDE.
Open the book and look INSIDE before you go to sleep. OR:
early in the morning.
Finish the story and close the book, close the book, close the
book. Finish the story and close the book before you go to
sleep. OR: early in the morning.
Put the book UP on the shelf, UP on the shelf, UP on the
shelf. Put the book UP on the shelf before you go to sleep.
OR: early in the morning.

Meal time is a great opportunity to highlight spatial
movements used when eating. While your little one
enjoys a meal or a snack, sing this song that describes
what you are doing—IN, ON, UP, INTO, and OUT.
This is the way you eat your breakfast, eat your breakfast,
eat your breakfast. This is the way you eat your breakfast to
make you big and strong.
We put your food IN the bowl, IN the bowl, IN the bowl. We
put your food IN the bowl to make you big and strong.
OR: We put your food ON the plate, ON the plate, ON the plate.
We put your food ON the plate to make you big and strong.
Hold your spoon, scoop UP the food, scoop UP the food,
scoop UP the food. Hold your spoon, scoop UP the food to
make you big and strong.

Reading Upside Down or Right Side Up

Put the spoon INTO your mouth, INTO your mouth, INTO
your mouth. Put the spoon INTO your mouth to make you
big and strong.

Do we hold the book UPSIDE DOWN? UPSIDE DOWN?
UPSIDE DOWN? Do we hold the book UPSIDE DOWN when
we read the book?

Take the spoon OUT of your mouth, OUT of your mouth,
OUT of your mouth. Take the spoon OUT of your mouth to
make you big and strong.

We hold the book RIGHT SIDE UP, RIGHT SIDE UP, RIGHT SIDE
UP. We hold the book RIGHT SIDE UP when we read the
book.

Eat your breakfast—Yummy-Yum! Yummy-Yum! YummyYum! Eat your breakfast—Yummy-Yum!—to make you big
and strong.

Clean Up, Up, Up!
By Ellen Mayer, Illustrated by Ying-Hwa Hu
Daddy and his little one are putting away books, blocks, teddy bears,
and train cars, and preparing for dinner—all while having fun with
spatial relation words! This playful story models engaging conversations
between parent and child.
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